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The context
● Cile,1970

● Allende presidency 

● from November 4, 1970
to September 11, 1973

● Stagnant economy, 35% inflation
● “la v a chilena al socialismoí “

– nationalization of large-scale 
industries

– government administration of: 
health care system
educational system 

– expansion of the agrarian 
reform



  

The economic plan
● Pedro Vuskovic. Ministry of economy
● Keynesian economics: 

● massive redistribution of revenue by 
raising salaries and increasing 
public expenditure, 

 → increase of buying power
 → activation of the large idle capacity of 
the monopolistic productive apparatus 

 → political pay-off and consolidation



  

Strong opposition

● National 
● Monopolistic Industry
● Land owners
● etc

● International opposition
● USA fears a communist example  “ ”
in South America.



  
Memorandum to Secretary of State Kissinger, from  Nat. Sec. Council, November 3, 1970
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB8/ch24-01.htm 
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“CIA deputy director of plans, Thomas 
Karamessines, conveys Kissinger's 
orders to CIA station chief in 
Santiago, Henry Hecksher:”



  

The project
● Central economic planning by the state

 → quick massive nationalization

 → “a management nightmare  (Eden Medina)”

● Fernando Flores, manager in charge, knew 
of british cybernetitian Stafford Beer, 
consultant with Sigma (who has working for 
Chile in '60)

 → asks Beer to organize the country's 
economy by applying cybernetic concepts.

 → CyberSyn: Cybernetic Sinergy project



  

Cybernetics?
● Interdisciplinary study of regulatory and 
communication systems

● complex, adaptive, self-regulating systems
● information, control, feedback, 
communication

● Systems theory:
● Norbert Wiener
● Ludwig von Bertalanffy
● Ross Ashby
● Heinz von Foerster
● many others



Systems according to 
Wiener

Environment,
Input,
Output,
(throughput),
interface (boundary),
feedback

“our motion is regulated by 
some measure of the amount 
by which it has not yet been 
accomplished  (p.97)”

Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics or control and communication in the 
animal and the machine , 1948



Systems according to 
von Bertalanffy

10

“a system can be 
defined as a complex 
of interacting 
elements”

“open system is 
defined as a system in 
exchange of matter 
with its environment, 
presenting import and 
export, building-up 
and breaking-down of 
its material 
components  ”

 Ludwig von Bertalanffy General System theory: Foundations, Development, Applications, 1968



Systems according to 
von Foerster

“The nervous system is organized 
(or it organizes itself) so 
as to compute a stable 
Reality”

"Experience is the cause, 
the world is the consequence."

Recursively Operating Non-Trivial Machine

Non-Trivial Machines

Trivial Machines



The firm as an I/O 
system



Economy as I/O 
modular system

Leontief, Input-Output economics, 2nd  ed. 1986, p.52 



Managing model
● "I was very much against the Soviet model of 
centralisation," Raul Espejo, one of Flores's 
senior advisers

● Flores and Espejo realised that their ministry 
had acquired a disorganised empire of mines 
and factories, some occupied by their 
employees, others still controlled by their 
original managers, few of them operating with 
complete efficiency. 

● Beckett, 2003 



Viable System Model
● “To be considered viable, a system has to be 
capable of adapting to its constantly 
changing environment. It has to be capable of 
preserving its identity and assimilating and 
making use of its experiences; it has to be 
capable of learning and of continuing to 
develop.” (Cwarel Isaf Institute)

● VSM and management cybernetics

– Recursive

– Decentralized control

– Ranges, not exact values

– Guidance, not command



VSM

System:
● 1: Operations
● 2: Coordination
● 3: Optimization
● 4: Development
● 5: Valuation





Architecture
● 500 telexes in factories: 
information, requests and complaints 
to the government, and vice versa

● An Operations Room
● One mainframe



Structure
● Cybernet: telex machines network
● Cyberstride: software for IBM 360 
mainframe

● ChEco Program: based on system 
dynamics model used by Club of “
Rome”

● Operations Room
● Cyberfolk: real time connexion from 
people's homes with Government 
decision making groups



Requirements
● Layered: 11 levels of recursion 
from the State as such down to 
villages and enterprises

● Real-time: no management 
information could be more than 24 
hours out of date at any level

● Informative: isolate incipient 
dangers on which management can 
instantly act. Information goes at 
the appropriate level.

(Beer, 2002)





Success
● a new communications system carrying daily 
information about 

– the output of individual factories,
– the flow of important raw materials, 
– rates of absenteeism and other 

economic problems.
● During 1972 strike, food and fuel supplies 
threatened to run out. The telexes could 
be used to obtain intelligence about where 
scarcities were worst, and where people 
were still working.



Crisis
● Internal problems to Cybersyn
rather than transforming Chile s ’
economy through the massive social 
restructuring Beer envisaged, 
Cybersyn  struggled merely to 
regulate the day-to-day operations, 
a task that became increasingly 
difficult by 1973 (Medina, 2006)

● National and international: big “
brother  criticism, inflation, ”
foreign value shortage, black 
market, strikes, economic sanctions, 
ending with the military coup.





What happened next?
● Pinochet military dictatorship 
(1973-1988): kidnapping, torture, 
assassinations ...

● Economic reform by the Chicago Boys :“ ”

– economic liberalization
– privatization of state owned 

companies, deregulation
– stabilization of inflation
– locked dollar-peso change rate

● IMF, WB financing



Conclusions:
environment matters

● Allende's Chile had trouble facing an 
powerful and hostile international 
environment having access to its 
internal systems

● Perhaps the innovators assumptions on 
successfully implementing radical 
changes quickly were optimistic

● Cybernetically improving communication 
and control was anyhow a success

● Technology has to be suitable to the 
managing needs, but and also scalable 
when needs change. 
i.e. Has to be viable.



  

Selected Sources
● Stafford Beer: What is cybernetics? Kybernetes 31, 209 - 219 (2002).
http://www.nickgreen.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/beerWhatisCybernetics.pdf

● Andy Beckett: The forgotten story of Chile's 'socialist internet'.The Guardian. 
(2003). 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2003/sep/08/sciencenews.chile

● Eden Medina: Designing Freedom, Regulating a Nation: Socialist Cybernetics in 
Allende's Chile. J. Lat. Amer. Stud. 38, 571-606 (2006).
see also: 
http://www.mefeedia.com/entry/cybernetics-and-revolution-eden-medina/14957866

● Alexei Barrionuevo: Before 73 Coup, Chile Tried to Find the Right Software for ’
Socialism. The New York Times  (2008) 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/28/world/americas/28cybersyn.html?_r=2&oref=slogin

● Javier Livas: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O09FPHuCQQ&feature=related

● Enrique Rivera, Catalina Ossa, Daniel Opazo, Sebasti n Vidal, Benjam n Marambio, á í
Edgard Berendsen
http://CyberSyn.cl

● Cwarel Isaf Institute Viable System Model. 
http://www.managementkybernetik.com/en/fs_methmod3.html

● Liverpool John Moores University, Stafford Beer's Collection
http://www.ljmu.ac.uk/lea/77471.htm

● Chile Documentation Project, University of Washigton's National Security 
archives
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/
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